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Abstract—In the era of lightweight cryptography, designing
cryptographically good and power efficient 4x4 S-boxes is a
challenging problem. While the optimal cryptographic properties
are easy to determine, verifying the power efficiency of an Sbox is non-trivial. The conventional approach of determining
the power consumption using commercially available CAD-tools
is highly time consuming, which becomes formidable while
dealing with a large pool of S-boxes. This mandates development
of an automation that should quickly characterize the power
efficiency from the Boolean function representation of an Sbox. In this paper, we present a supervised machine learning
assisted automated framework to resolve the problem for 4x4
S-boxes, which turns out to be 14 times faster than traditional
approach. The key idea is to extrapolate the knowledge of literal
counts, AND-OR-NOT gate counts in SOP form of the underlying
Boolean functions to predict the dynamic power efficiency. The
experimental results and performance of our novel technique
depicts its superiority with high efficiency and low time overhead.
We demonstrate effectiveness of our framework by reporting a set
of power efficient optimal S-boxes from a large set of S-boxes.
We also develop a deterministic model using results obtained
from supervised learning to predict the dynamic power of an
S-box that can be used in an evolutionary algorithm to generate
cryptographically strong and low power S-boxes.
Index Terms—Power Efficiency, Optimal S-box, Dynamic
power, Machine Learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
The advent of Internet-of-Things(IoT) era have resulted in
wide shift of spectrum of devices from desktops and servers
to embedded-systems, RFIDs and sensor-networks having
huge resource constraints. The heavy resource constraints on
these end devices make it impossible to run conventional
cryptographic algorithms, which lead to the development of
lightweight cryptographic algorithms and primitives. Recently,
this development of lightweight cryptographic primitives has
gained its momentum with the announcement of lightweight
cryptographic project by NIST [1]. As S-boxes are the basic
building blocks (used to provide the non-linearity) for designing block ciphers, designing cryptographically good and power
efficient S-boxes is a widely discussed problem.
A series of research work is going on to make S-boxes
power efficient using suitable architecture. In [2], Satoh et al.
proposed a low power multi-stage PPRM-based S-box architecture. In [3], Bertoni et al. presented DSE-based (DecoderSwitch-Encoder) architecture for low power S-box design.
This was followed by the work [4], where the authors showed
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use of ANF representation of Boolean function to achieve an
optimized pipelining arrangement and short critical-path, low
power S-box architecture. In [5], Trichina et al. introduced
a side-channel resistant AES co-processor optimized for low
power that uses an S-box architecture introduced in [6]. In all
of the above mentioned papers, the main focus is given on the
implementation architecture.
Another direction of research is to fix an architecture
and then report the S-boxes which are power efficient. This
approach was used in [7] where the authors aimed to report
cryptographically good, power efficient S-boxes (LUT based
architecture) from a large search space. They used a heuristic
based approach to find optimal 4 × 4 S-boxes and then for
each of the S-boxes they verified the power efficiency. As
the algorithm runs over a large space, the time required to
determine whether a S-box is power efficient or not, plays a
crucial role.
A. Determining Power Efficiency of S-boxes: The Traditional
Approach
In this subsection we discuss two generic methods that are
used for determining the power efficiency of S-boxes. The first
one is a simulation based approached and the second one being
a probabilistic one. A brief description of both the approaches
are given below. The design flow is shown in Fig.1
S IMULATION BASED T ECHNIQUE . In this technique the average power dissipation of the circuit is obtained by recording
the signal events over time, followed by tabulation and averaging of event data. The flow diagram of this methodology has
been shown in Fig.1. This approach involves huge computation
resources and is time consuming. This approach was used in
[7] to report power efficient S-boxes from a large search space.
A look-up-table (LUT) based S-box design is first synthesized
using a technology library through a commercial synthesis tool
to form gate-level-netlist and delay file. The gate-level-netlist
along with delay model and test-bench file is used to generate
a switching activity file containing details of toggle count of
every signal. This can be done via commercial simulation
tools. The activity file also contains information about the
time attributes of every node which specify time durations for
every nodes and signals at various levels. The test bench file
contains all possible combinations of signal transitions to be
given at input. The gate-level-netlist along with this generated
switching activity file is used to determine the exact power
using any commercial power estimation tool.
P ROBABILISTIC A PPROACH . [8] In probability-based power
estimation method a signal is viewed to be a random vari-

